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The aviation industry, one of the most severely 
impacted industries globally, faced unparalleled 
challenges in 2020. As a result of the world enforcing 
travel bans and grounding of aircraft fleets, our 
customers were affected immediately and significantly. 
The unprecedented crisis continues after the world 
economy suffered material GDP retractions in 2020. 
Many airlines around the globe are now working on 
building their operations though route networks remain 
restricted following a widespread shutdown of flight 
operations. However, Novus has ended the year  
in a strong position while continuing to support  
its stakeholders and customers weather the crisis.  

Despite the market conditions,  
Novus was still able to take delivery 
of four Boeing 777-300ERs and 
placed them with British Airways  
in the later part of the year. 

Novus was also recognised at the Air Finance  
Journal Awards for a number of initiatives and  
deals including our transaction with TAP Air  
Portugal and the launch of the second iteration  
of our Ortus Fund.

All of this was made possible by the team’s 
commitment and hard work, which the Board  
of Directors appreciates greatly. Our people  
have been core to our success over the years  
and remain at the forefront of our future. We  
believe that we have the right balance of skills, 
experience and backgrounds to support the  
continued challenges the management team  
are expected to face. 

As we enter 2021, Novus' management team and 
Board of Directors have manoeuvred through several 
cycles which has ensured Novus' stability and survival 
through this crisis. Although the months ahead are 
unpredictable, we are optimistic that the recovery  
will accelerate in 2021 and beyond.

Safwan Kuzbari 
Chairman and CEO

Disclaimer
This Annual Report contains certain forward looking statements with 
respect to the aviation industry, the business, strategy, plans of Novus 
Aviation Capital and its current goals and expectations. Statements 
that are not historical facts, including statements about Novus Aviation 
Capital, or its directors’ and/or management’s beliefs and expectations, 
are forward looking statements. Words such as ‘believes’, ‘anticipates’, 
‘estimates’, ‘expects’, ‘intends’, ‘aims’, ‘potential’, ‘will’, ‘would’, ‘could’, 
‘considered’, ‘likely’, ‘estimate’ and variations of these words and similar 
future or conditional expressions are intended to identify forward looking 
statements but are not the exclusive means of identifying such statements. 
By their nature, forward looking statements involve risk and uncertainty 
because they relate to events and depend upon circumstances that will 
or may occur in the future. Examples of such forward looking statements 
include, but are not limited to: projections or expectations of the aviation 
industry’s future economic performance; including litigation, regulatory 
and governmental investigations; the Novus Aviation Capital group’s future 
financial performance; statements about the future global aviation business 
and economic environments, including, but not limited to, future trends in 
oil prices, credit and equity market levels and demographic developments; 
regulation, disposals and consolidation or technological developments 
in the aviation industry; and statements of assumptions underlying such 
statements. Factors that could cause actual business, strategy, plans and/
or results to differ materially from forward looking statements made by 
the Novus Aviation Capital group include, but are not limited to: general 
global economic and business conditions; market related trends and 
developments; fluctuations in interest rates, inflation, exchange rates,  
stock markets and currencies; the ability to access sufficient sources  
of capital, liquidity and funding when required; the ability to achieve  
strategic objectives; technological changes and risks to the security of  
IT and operational infrastructure, systems, data and information resulting 
from increased threat of cyber and other attacks; natural, pandemic and 
other disasters, adverse weather and similar contingencies outside of 
Novus Aviation Capital’s control; acts of war, other acts of hostility, terrorist 
acts and responses to those acts, geopolitical, pandemic or other such  
events; risks related to climate change; changes in laws, regulations, 
practices and accounting standards or taxation; the policies, decisions  
and actions of governmental or regulatory authorities; or the transition  
from IBORs to alternative reference rates.

Except as required by any applicable law or regulation, the forward  
looking statements contained in this Annual Report are made as of the 
date hereof, and Novus Aviation Capital expressly disclaims any obligation 
or undertaking to release publicly any updates or revisions to any forward 
looking statements contained in this Annual Report to reflect any change  
in Novus Aviation Capital’s expectations with regard thereto or any change 
in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is 
based. The information, statements and opinions contained in this Annual 
Report do not constitute investment advice or recommendation with 
respect to any of the information contained herein.

This Annual Report has been prepared by Novus Aviation Capital  
for information purposes and reference only. Except in the case of 
fraudulent misrepresentation, Novus Aviation Capital expressly disclaims 
any responsibility or liability of any kind to any third party for (i) the accuracy 
or sufficiency of this Annual Report; and/or (ii) any loss, cost, expense 
or damage (whether direct, indirect, consequential or other) arising out 
of reliance upon this Annual Report or of the information provided in 
connection herewith.
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2020 
Highlights 

Asia Pacific Deal of the Year

Ortus Aircraft Leasing II  
with Sumitomo Mitsui  

Trust Bank Limited

Operating Lease Deal of the Year

10 Aircraft MOU with VietJet Air

Tax Lease Deal of the Year 

2 x TAP Air Portugal 
A330 NEOs arranged 

by BNP Paribas

Awards won
3

Aircraft added to the portfolio

Based on Avitas Base Values H2 2020

USD 600m+

Novus aircraft traded
Based on sale price 

USD 150m+ 
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Novus Aviation Capital is an independent platform established in 1994  
with a successful reputation and track record in providing innovative  
and creative solutions in the trading, leasing, financing, management  
and re-marketing of commercial jet aircraft.

We operate out of five offices across Europe, Asia and the Middle East.  
Our global presence and continued success is dependent on the excellent 
client relations that have been established with investors, lenders,  
airlines and other stakeholders over the years.

Mission
 Continue to innovate and provide the most efficient leasing and financing  
solutions across the capital structure to airlines, lessors and manufacturers. 

 Offer our partner-investors, limited partners and shareholders the most  
attractive and robust risk adjusted returns within the aviation sector. 

 Be the best place to work in aviation and take care of our employees  
as if they were family.

Our Story

Vision
 To be the preferred partner in the provision of bespoke and innovative aircraft  
leasing and financing solutions for the global commercial aviation industry.

Our continued 
success is 
dependent  
on excellent 
client relations
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Family 
We believe we have instilled  
a unique corporate culture  
based around family values  
within a family-owned business.

Global 
Five offices across the globe  
along with a diverse team of  
over 15 nationalities, gives us  
the ability to serve both our  
clients and partners. 

Long-term
We have been in the industry for 
over 25 years with a proven track 
record; we manage and plan our 
business with a long-term view,  
not dictated by the need to make 
short-term gains.

Heritage
Our principals are pioneers  
in aircraft trading, leasing and 
financing of commercial jet  
aircraft, shaping the industry  
since 1973.

Innovative
Lean organisation structure,  
quick decision-making and  
open communication model  
with the ability to continuously 
adapt to a rapidly changing 
marketplace with proven resilience.

Trust
We have built a trusted 
relationships and partnerships  
with investors, manufacturers  
and financiers. 

Our Values
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Safwan 
Kuzbari

Hani 
Kuzbari

Chafik 
Kuzbari

Mounir 
Kuzbari

Chairman 
Chair of the Remuneration Committee, 
Member of the Risk Committee

Executive Director  
Member of the Risk Committee

Non-Executive Director  
Member of the Remuneration Committee

Executive Director  
Member of the Audit and Risk Committees 

Safwan Kuzbari is the Chairman and Chief Executive 
Officer at Novus Aviation Capital, Under Safwan’s 
leadership, Novus has grown to five offices worldwide 
and pioneered several new solutions for the aircraft 
financing and leasing industry, including a multi- 
aircraft investment fund. 

Mr. Kuzbari has always pursued business opportunities 
in new and growing industries. In addition to serving  
as a director for several global investment funds and 
establishing Novus Aviation Capital. In 2019, Safwan 
launched FriSense, a vertical-independent sister 
company to Novus Aviation Capital that has developed 
micron-thin integrated security solutions. He serves  
as the Chairman and CEO of Frisense.

Fascinated with airplanes since childhood, Mr. Kuzbari 
was always determined to work in the aviation industry 
and brokered his first aircraft deal (for Tunis Air) as  
an 18-year old in 1973. Later that year, Mr. Kuzbari 
co-founded United Aviation Service (UAS) with Mr. 
Chafik Kuzbari and served as Director, President  
and CEO from 1973 to 1993. Under the direction  
and leadership of the Kuzbari family, UAS evolved  
into an international group with over 128 employees, 
over 100 aircraft in a portfolio with an asset value  in 
excess of 745m USD$ by 1990, making it the world’s 
fifth largest operating lessor by fleet size at the time.

Hani Kuzbari is an Executive Director and  
Shareholder at Novus Aviation Capital. Hani also  
acts as a Managing Director of Novus leading the 
Company’s equity capital raising and investment 
related activities globally as well as overseeing  
all aspects of Human Resources. 

Hani has set up one of the first GCC syndicated  
retail funds for aircraft operating leases and the  
first Sharia’a-compliant structure for aircraft  
operating leases. He has also been instrumental  
in the design, launching and operations of Tamweel 
Aviation Finance (Novus’s mezzanine debt platform)  
as well as the award-winning Ortus Aircraft Leasing 
Fund, an innovative aircraft operating lease vehicle 
structured in partnership with a leading Japanese 
financial institution.

Chafik Kuzbari has been a Director of Novus  
Aviation Capital since its inception. He previously 
served as Novus Aviation Capital’s Chief Financial 
Officer before stepping down in 2018. In 1994, he 
co-founded Novus Aviation Capital and acted as  
its Chief Financial Officer until 2016. Mr. Kuzbari 
participated in developing various Sharia’s compliant 
structures covering aircraft Islamic financing and 
leasing with various prominent scholars, and was 
instrumental in establishing and launching the  
first Sharia compliant aircraft leasing fund. 

Prior to founding Novus, Mr. Kuzbari co-founded  
United Aviation Service (UAS) in 1973 with Mr. Safwan 
Kuzbari Under the direction and leadership of the 
Kuzbari family, UAS evolved into an international  
group with 28 employees, over 100 aircraft in a 
portfolio with an asset value in excess of 745m USD$ 
in 1990. Through its subsidiaries in Paris, New York  
and Geneva, UAS provided a broad range of services  
to the aircraft leasing industry. Mr. Kuzbari served as 
Director and Chief Financial Officer of UAS and spent 
20 years with UAS from 1973 to 1993.

Mounir Kuzbari is an Executive Director and 
Shareholder of Novus Aviation Capital. Also a 
Managing Director of Novus, he heads the group's 
Dubai operations overseeing its financing and debt 
capital activities including Novus’ mezzanine debt 
platforms, as well as all Treasury and Accounting 
related activities. 

Prior to joining Novus, Mounir served as Senior  
Vice-President with DVB Bank in New York,  
managing part of the bank’s portfolio of aviation 
clients in the Americas. He also worked at DVB's 
Frankfurt and London offices in various groups 
including the bank's risk department and the 
investment management group. While at DVB  
he led a team advising a group of Middle Eastern 
investors on developing a business plan, building  
a capital raising strategy and implementing an  
aircraft leasing platform. He also served on the 
Investment Committee of Aviateur Capital, a 
mezzanine debt vehicle partially backed  
by Airbus.

Board of Directors
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Mamoun 
Kuzbari

Nils  
Hallerstom

Charles 
Graham

Executive Director  
Member of the Risk Committee

Independent Non-Executive Director  
Chair of the Risk Committee, 
Member of the Audit committee 

Independent Non-Executive Director  
Chair of the Audit Committee 
* Member of the Board until 31st December 2020

Mamoun Kuzbari is an Executive Director and 
Shareholder at Novus Aviation Capital. As a  
Managing Director of Novus, he heads the Novus 
group's operation in Europe out of London and is 
responsible for Novus’ portfolio management and 
trading activities as well as overseeing the groups  
IT infrastructure and security. 

Prior to joining Novus, Mamoun worked for six years  
in the software consulting industry. At Oracle Software, 
he participated in several important Oracle e-business 
software implementations, such ILO and Dubai 
Government. He then joined Kynergy Sàrl where as  
well as being a consultant on several projects, he 
managed CRM implementations.

Nils Hallerstrom was appointed to Novus’s Board  
of Directors in January 2019. Prior to joining Novus,  
he was the President of PK Finans from 1991. In  
2000, PK was acquired by General Electric Capital 
Corporation and changed its name to PK AirFinance, 
where he held the position of President for GE Capital 
Aviation Services/PK AirFinance until the end of 2018 
and helped grow PK’s aircraft backed debt portfolio  
to over 6bn USD$ Previously, Nils has also been a 
Director of International Society of Transport Aircraft 
Trading (ISTAT) and on the Board of Governors of  
their appraisal programme as well as a regular lecturer  
on Aircraft Financing at the Air Business Academy  
in Toulouse.

Charles Graham joined Novus in October 2017  
as Advisor to the Board of Directors, bringing over  
30 years of Board and CEO experience in airlines, 
aircraft leasing and international logistics and was  
later appointed as Non-Executive Director in July 2018. 

In 1997, Charles entered the world of aircraft leasing  
as CEO of Ansett Worldwide Aviation Services (AWAS), 
an aircraft leasing business. Charles led the sale of the 
company to Morgan Stanley in 2000. Joining Morgan 
Stanley as a Managing Director, Charles went on to 
integrate AWAS with Morgan Stanley’s Aircraft Finance 
business to form one of the world’s largest aircraft 
leasors. In 2006, Charles led the sale of AWAS for  
a second time, to private equity investors. 

In 2007, Charles joined DHL as CEO Global Aviation  
and a Member of the DHL Board.
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Our Offerings

Novus offers market-leading 
products and services to the 
commercial aviation industry 
focusing on aircraft leasing, 
financing and servicing. Novus 
customises solutions to meet 
clients’ specific requirements. 
Our team of industry experts 
has a comprehensive 
understanding of all the 
nuances involved in the 
transaction process.

We have formed 
relationships with 
over 170 airlines in 
over 70 countries

Operating Leases
A cost-effective method for airlines to acquire 
replacement or growth aircraft without the  
up-front capital expenditure. With the risks  
of ownership retained by the lessor, the airline  
has no obligation to allocate resources to aircraft 
disposal or have concerns over residual values. 

Remarketing, Servicer  
and Advisory Services

We manage aircraft throughout the lifecycle, our 
extensive knowledge and experience enables us  
to provide a variety of services covering all activities 
between aircraft delivery and retirement. This  
portfolio of services includes aircraft remarketing 
amongst others. We can also draw on the experience 
and skillset of our team to provide detailed advice  
to clients covering different fundraising options  
for financing commercial aircraft.

Mezzanine Financing  
and Finance Leases

Our suite of funds dedicated to providing Junior and 
Mezzanine Debt Financing to the aviation industry; 
Cedar Aviation Finance (CAF) and Tamweel Aviation 
Finance (TAF). These funds facilitate the funding  
of aircraft acquisitions at a high advance rate. We  
provide Junior and Mezzanine tranches in a financing 
structure that bridges the gap between pure equity  
and senior debt.

An efficient method of financing aircraft acquisitions  
by spreading the cost of the purchase over the revenue 
– generating life of the asset. This minimises the  
cash outflow on purchase and matches the repayment  
of the income flows while the aircraft is in service.
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777 11 350 3

321 19

319 2

787 4 330 5

380 2

320 2

Our Portfolio
Aircraft

As of December 31st 2020.
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$0m

$50m

$100m

$150m

$200m

$250m

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

$0b

$1b

$2b

$3b

$4b

$5b

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Assets Under Management (AUM)

Aggregate Operating Lease Revenues 

US
D$

US
D$

Includes both operating and finance leases

Operating Lease Portfolio

Average remaining  
lease-term

7.4 Years
Narrow body /  
Wide body (%)

30% / 70%

(based on Avitas H2 2020)

USD 1.709b
Value of the portfolio (BV2) Average age

4.7 Years

Average Age

Percentage based on number of aircraft
Collection Rate 

93.73%
Finance Lease Portfolio

Narrow body / Wide body (%)

35% / 65%1.7b USD$
Value of the portfolio (BV2)

Includes trading gain

As of December 31st 2020.
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At the time of writing, the air transport industry remains overshadowed 
by the perseverance of the Coronavirus pandemic and the global travel 
restrictions put in place to try and contain the spread of COVID-19. The 
disruption to travel demand completely altered earlier expectations for  
the industry in 2020 and, possibly, for some years to come. Initially,  
the outbreak was largerly contained within the borders of China and 
neighbouring countries in East Asia but the period since the end of the  
first quarter of 2020 has seen the global spread of the virus and recurring 
waves. The coronavirus has now touched virtually all countries resulting  
in the worst economic downturn in living memory.

Market Overview

The pandemic  
has prompted a 
resurgence in the 
relative importance 
of air freight
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The International Air Transport Association (IATA)  
has been using findings from the SARS outbreak  
and other health epidemics to try and model the  
impact of the coronavirus on travel demand and  
airline profitability. In those previous cases, the  
sharp decline in economic activity was followed  
by an equally quick recovery. The reality is now  
looking at a prolonged recovery stretching over  
a period of years and dependent on the successful 
roll-out of vaccines around the world to determine  
its pace.  

The latest IATA forecast published on the 24th 
November now sees global revenue losses for the  
airline industry of c.510bn USD$ in 2020 equating  
to a 61% decrease in revenues from 2019 and a  
66% year-on-year fall in global RPKs for the full-year. 
This loss of revenues translates into an estimated 
global industry 2020 net loss of 118.5bn USD$.  
Airlines in all regions are expected to record  
negative operating income in 2020 and probably  
2021 as well. Airlines are not expecting a full  
recovery to 2019 levels much before 2023 or 2024.

Presently, IATA is predicting the global passenger  
fleet will decline by a net 5,197 (-17.5%) aircraft to 
24,500 at the 2020 year-end over the position at  
the start. This will be through a combination of  
early retirements, aircraft placed in storage and  
far fewer deliveries given the expected level of 
deferrals. With the low fuel-price older aircraft  
could be retained, albeit in storage, in case of a  
rapid ramp-up in demand should travel restrictions 
ease more quickly than expected with the vaccines  
now being approved. In any event, the need to  
conserve liquidity will see a significant fall-off in  
capital expenditure by airlines over the medium-term  
to ensure survival and assist in the repair of financially 
weakened balance sheets. Some of the 173bn USD$ 
airlines have received from government support 
initiatives are in the form of direct loans or loan 
guarantees and will need to be repaid adding to  
the severely increased debt-burden airlines have  
taken on to keep them going through the crisis.

The latest IATA air passenger market analysis  
for November 2020 shows the limited recovery in  
demand still being driven by domestic travel. Industry-
wide revenue passenger-kilometres (RPKs) contracted 
by 70.3% year-on-year in November which was almost 
unchanged from the 70.6% decline in October. The 
improving trend in domestic demand is most evident  
in the Chinese market with Russia also beginning  
to recover. On the downside, international RPKs 
continued to contract by 78-95% year-on-year 
depending on the region, although there had been 
some green shoots of demand within Europe until  
the reimposition of quarantining in the primary holiday 
markets. The fall in passenger volumes continued  
to outpace capacity resulting in record low industry-
wide load factors for November of 58% being reported.

Although the cargo market has been seen as the  
poor relation to passenger traffic for many years, 
the pandemic has prompted a resurgence in the 
relative importance of air freight in transporting 
essential medical supplies and earning revenues  
for airlines which provide this service. 

Industry-wide cargo tonne-kilometres (CTKs)  
declined by 6.6% year-on-year in November against  
a 20% decline in capacity but this was considerably 
better than the c.70% reduction on the passenger  
side. Cargo services are not impacted by border 
closures or other restrictions and e-commerce is 
surging. Despite growing uncertainty in COVID-19 
developments, economic activity continued to  
recover in November and business confidence 
indicators such as manufacturing output and  
new export orders are improving. 

Most importantly, cargo yields have spiked 70% 
year-on-year due to the shortage of air cargo capacity 
given almost half of cargo is usually carried in the  
belly hold of passenger aircraft of which a significant 
proportion of the world’s fleet is now grounded.  
In terms of revenues, air cargo has contributed on 
average c.11% of total revenues but this has increased 
to c.36% under the current operating environment.  
In addition, freight volumes are likely to hold up over 
the near-term especially as the world gears up to 
distribute vaccines that will finally contain and, 
hopefully, eradicate the coronavirus.  

Conclusion

The outlook for the global aviation industry in the 
context of the spread of the coronavirus has been 
evolving daily with a worsening economic situation 
evident since the outbreak began. Nonetheless,  
the airline industry is still considered an economic 
essential and directly/indirectly supports more than 
32 million jobs in the aviation and connected (i.e. 
tourism) sectors. There are also some established 
‘green shoots’ of recovery in the domestic markets  
of those countries now arguably beyond the peak  
of infection (China, Russia, Vietnam, etc). Whilst  
air connectivity is slowly being established on 
international routes with the formation of air  
corridors and pre-flight testing, new waves of  
the pandemic and virus mutations are reversing  
this progress in certain regions.

Even though the airline industry has taken a massive 
financial knock from the pandemic, it is also probable 
that surviving airlines will emerge leaner and more 
operationally efficient which will help them to 
overcome the additional financial burden imposed  
on them as a consequence of COVID-19. The 
assistance of stakeholders is a vital component  
of the industry’s revival as it has been reported  
that c.80% of lessor client airlines have requested 
lease rental deferrals to accommodate cash-flow 
challenges. Without the ‘in it together’ mindset  
there would have been many more airline  
failures than the ones seen to date.
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Deliveries in the 
Midst of a Global 
Pandemic

On the back of our first agreement with Boeing to 
purchase four 777-300ERs at the 2018 Farnborough 
International Airshow, which carries a list-price  
value of 1.44b USD$, the aircraft were later placed  
on a long-term lease with British Airways. The 
trasaction was financed through conventional  
and Islamic senior secured limited recourse facility 
provided by MUFG Bank and BNP Paribas covering 
close to 14 years. 

As the world continues to face the impacts of the 
coronavirus pandemic, which has severely affected  
air travel, load factors and supply chain challenges  
for the manufacturers, Novus was able to work 
tirelessly with Boeing and British Airways to ensure 
delivery of the aforementioned 777-300ERs during  
the course of 2020.

With a number of counterparties having already 
deferred deliveries of aircraft, Novus’ robust due 
diligence, risk analysis and belief in the 777 asset 
coupled with a strong credit ensured the delivery  
of the four wide body aircraft in the fourth quarter  
of the year.
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The Novus Family 

42 Employees 
3 Advisors 
3 Non-Executive Directors/ 
Independent Non-Executive Directors

57% Male 
43% Female 

3 New hires

Average length of  
service 8.5 years

Average of 27 years of experience 
throughout the team

16 Different nationalities

4.8% Employee turnover in 2020 14 Different languages

57% Male 
to 43% Female in 2020

57%
43%

59% Male to 
41% Female in 2019

59%
41%

At Novus our employees’ health and wellbeing  
is of the utmost importance. During COVID-19,  
while we moved to an e-working operation,  
Human Resources continually checked in  
with our employees with communication being 
critical to understand their needs and the issues 
that they were facing. Novus is an experienced  
and committed partner to the industry and  
so are employees to Novus, the average  
tenure in Novus is over 8.5 years.

Novus Aviation Capital had 42 permanent persons 
in employment at the end of December 2020. At 
Novus we embrace diversity and inclusion, at the 
end of 2020 we had a split of 57% male to 43% 
Female in the work force and had 16 different 
nationalities working for the company.

At Novus Aviation Capital,  
we consider our people  
our most important asset,  
and we continue to assess  
their needs through career  
growth, training and overall  
development opportunities.

Facts  
and  
Figures

The majority of  
our employees 
undertook some  
form of development 
during 2020 

As of December 31st 2020.
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People are the driving force of our operations and we believe  
in ensuring that our employees are given all the skills, resources and 
tools to enhance their knowledge and help them grow within Novus.

People Values

Teamwork 
Supporting each other 
every step of the way. 

Respect 
Belief in the importance of all 
our stakeholders and valuing 
the ideas and beliefs of our 
team members.

Integrity 
The foundation on which 
our team members build 
relationships with our  
customers, partners  
and internally.

Professionalism 
Maintaining the highest and 
ethical standards in our work 
and relationships, always 
striving to be recognized  
as the best.

I

T

P

R
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London

Dublin

Geneva
Tinjian

Dubai Hong Kong

Information 
Technology

2%
Legal

7%
Risk and 
Research

7%
Technical

5%

Human 
Resources

2%
Commercial 

17%
Leadership

10%
Finance

19%
Contract 

Management/
Admin Support

31%

Novus Employees by Location Novus Employees by Function
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Environmental, Social 
and Governance (ESG)
Environmental
Novus’ contribution to a “net-zero” world will largely 
be through allocating its resources towards the  
latest most efficient aircraft technologies. The 
environmental considerations of operating aircraft  
have become extremely high on the global agenda  
in recent years. Recognition that aviation has a 
responsible part to play in balancing the need for  
rapid and comfortable travel against doing harm  
to the environment has driven constant evolution 
of aircraft and engines. This has resulted in aircraft 
that have consistently reduced fuel consumption, 
exhaust and noise emissions.

The Novus portfolio average age has reduced  
from 6.24yrs in 2016 to 3.75yrs at the end of 2020.  
This has been achieved by (1) focusing our growth 
around latest propulsion technologies such as  
the Pratt & Whitney GTF and CFM Leap – both  
of which offer reductions of around 15% in engine  
fuel burn/NOx plus a further 4-5% in aerodynamic 
improvements in the A320NEO and B737Max 
airframes, and (2) Accelerate the phase out of  
older technology aircraft. On the twin aisles front,  
we continue to favor twin architecture versus quads. 
Currently, although the B777-300ER is a successful  
and profitable aircraft in the large widebody sector,  
it has another potentially exciting extension to its 
already incredibly long production life. 

This aircraft has been a long-time provider of efficient 
and profitable passenger transport and is only now 
starting to be considered as old technology when 
compared to the newer B787 (not as large), the A350 
(only relatively recently come to market and more 
expensive), the B747-8i (newer technology but 4 
engines and not popular with many operators) or the 
777x (still under development and a year or so from 
operations). So, although a popular and effective 
design, the calendar is starting to catch up, even 
though it has been updated and made more efficient 
over the years. 

There are currently two or three modification providers 
that have designs nearly ready for its conversion to a 
full-scale heavyweight freighter with a 220T payload 
(higher conversion cost) or a lighter weight conversion 
more suitable for package freight with a 200T payload 
(lower conversion cost). It is anticipated that there will  
be a considerable market in the latter design, where 
use of the 777-300ER will continue to have a long, 
competitive, and useful life.

Novus is also committed to continuously improving 
its carbon footprint of its global operations. Having 
moved to upgraded office spaces over the past  
couple of years with upgraded electric and water-
efficiency measures and removal of single use  
plastics. Employees are encouraged to use public 
transportation both when commuting to the office  
and when traveling for business to reduce our  
carbon emissions.

Great progress since dawn of jet-age

A complete family of eco-efficient aircraft – CO2 per seat

NOX reduced by

90%
CO2 reduced by

A220
25% less CO2

18 EPNdB

A320neo
20% less CO2

20 EPNdB

A330
25% less CO2

16 EPNdB

A350
25% less CO2

21 EPNdB

80%
CO reduced by

50%
Noise reduced by

75%

A220, A330 and A350 compared to previous generation aircraft. 
A320neo compared to CEO. 

Source: Airbus

Source: Airbus
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The Boeing 787 is the most efficient mode of transportation. The Boeing 787 is 73% more efficient than a bus.

Standard rules apply. Boeing 787 Spec M.1. 3,000-nmi (11,110 km) trip. Two-class seating. 

Source: Boeing
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Entrepreneurship

American University of Beirut Suliman S. Olayan 
School of Business

In 2020, Novus Aviation Capital established the Novus Aviation  
Capital Scholarship to support students who demonstrate financial 
need pursuing their studies at the American University of Beirut’s 
Suliman S. Olayan School of Business.

ISTAT Foundation

The ISTAT Foundation supports individuals and institutions 
that promote he advancement of commercial aviation and 
humanitarianism.

We are entrepreneurs at heart and believe in supporting businesses and the community 
to inspire innovation and challenge the status quo.

Community

Airlink

Airlink is a humanitarian relief organization that links airlines 
with pre-qualified non-profit organizations, to respond to a  
number of rapid-onset disasters.

Orbis

Orbis International gives communities across the world access 
to quality eye care, transforming lives and restoring vision for  
those who need it most.

By immersing ourselves in both our local and global communities we continue to learn about  
how the world works. Giving back to the world helps us unite the community and bridge some 
of the social and economic gaps.

Social
Since it’s inception, Novus Aviation Capital has been committed to being a good corporate citizen. 

Our work focuses on pillars that direct our strategy:

Inclusion and Diversity

Challenge to Change

Challenge to Change is a Non-Profit Association that offer Arab 
women an enabling platform to give, receive support and realise their 
abilities and aspirations through a variety of life changing programs.

AWAR

Advancing Women in Aviation Roundtable (AWAR) is a non-profit 
corporation, their mission is to engage with CEOs and other senior 
executives to build awareness and develop actionable strategies  
to promote the development and advancement of women leaders  
in the aviation industry.

We believe that diversity and inclusion allows for increased collaboration and a way to connect 
diverse perspectives, come up with fresh ideas, discover new possibilities and unleash the full 
power and potential of people and organisations.
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Goal 4 – Quality education 

Novus Aviation Capital is committed 
to high-quality education and 
training. The company supports 
various educational institutions  
and charitable organisations that 
support the growth of youth to 
quality education and creating 
equal opportunity for today’s  
youth. Novus also believes in 
ensuring continued growth and 
learning opportunities within  
our organisations. We offer 
employees at our company 
locations globally a wide range  
of training opportunities to  
expand their skill set therefore 
laying a foundation for their  
future professional success.

Goal 5 – Achieve gender 
equality and empower  
all women and girls 

Novus Aviation Capital supports 
equal opportunities. Diversity is  
key to our larger human resources 
strategy and a major focus for  
us is on career advancement  
for women both within our 
organisation and the industry.  
What we consider particularly 
important is to develop female 
talent to get more women into 
management positions.

Goal 8 – Decent work  
and economic growth 

Decent working conditions are  
a top priority at Novus Aviation 
Capital. We do not tolerate  
forced or child labour within  
our organisation and partners  
which we work with. Our values 
within the organisation promote 
innovation within our industry  
and the solutions which we  
provide, whilst creating further 
career opportunties  and  
growth within the organisation  
and the industry.

Goal 9 – Industry, innovation 
and infrastructure 

Novus Aviation Capital makes 
contributions to industry, providing 
innovative solutions for the aircraft 
leasing industry. Aviation is a mode 
of transportation that connects 
continents and nations. Through 
the continuous development of  
ever better technologies we help 
our airlines partners upgrade their 
aircraft fleets.

Goal 12 – Responsible 
consumption and production 

Novus Aviation Capital stands for 
sustainability and has implemented 
various sustainability initiatives 
across its locations globally, 
including working from modern 
efficient offices, banning single  
use plastics and introducing 
recycling bins.

Goal 13 – Climate action 

Novus Aviation Capital efforts  
are aimed at a young and modern 
portfolio which leads to reduced 
fuel burn and hence also CO2 
emissions. Our most significant 
contribution towards climate 
protection is focusing on offsetting 
our carbon footprint operationally 
by investing in renewable energy. 

Goal 16 – Peace, justice 
and strong institutions 

With a zero-tolerance  
approach, Novus Aviation  
Capital seeks to eliminate  
corruption and bribery.  
Compliance with statutory 
provisions and internal  
regulations is an essential  
part of our corporate responsibility.

Goal 17 – Partnerships 
for the goals 

Novus Aviation Capital relies  
on close cooperation with our  
stakeholders and business partners 
when it comes to the realisation  
of these goals to achieve our 
ambitious targets sustainable  
for a more sustainable industry.

We are committed to growing our business responsibly and sustainably. The UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) are important action areas Novus and we have identified eight goals in which we are taking  
efforts to help achieve the SDGS and realize a sustainable society.

UN Sustainability 
Development Goals
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Governance is embedded at across all levels of Novus Aviation  
Capital and subsidiaries and Novus adheres to all applicable legal  
and regulatory requirements corresponding to each jurisdictions  
in which they operate. 

Novus has based its principles of governance as set out in the UK 
Corporate Governance Code, however, while Novus is not required to 
comply in full with the Code, The Board of Directors have implemented 
policies and procedures which it believes to be appropriate for the 
Company’s size and nature. 

As part of our internal process, before proceeding with any transaction,  
we have in place a Investment committee consisting of our Executive 
Management team, Head of Risk and Research and Head of Technical  
that most approve the transaction before taking it forward. 

The Novus Aviation Capital Ltd Board of Directors meets at least three 
times formally within a year; and items for discussion at these meetings 
are circulatedin advance and discussions recorded and approved. 

Governance

Novus Aviation Capital Ltd 
Board of Directors 

 Including Non-Executive and Independent Directors 
Mission, Vision, Strategic planning, commercial strategy, operational support and risk functions.

Novus Capital Advisors Ltd  
Novus Capital Advisors Limited is established in the DIFC and  
is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services  Authority (DFSA). 

NCAL advises on financial products, arranging and  advising  
on credit and arranging deals on investments.

Management Remuneration 
Committee

Audit 
Committee

Risk 
CommitteeInvestment Committee
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